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Residual Circulation in Shallow Estuaries
1. Highly Stratified, Narrow Estuaries
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Long-wave theory and simple turbulence closures have been used to show that three distinct
types of circulation (highly stratified, weakly stratified, and partially mixed) arise in narrow,
shallow estuaries from the finite amplitude of the tide and the interaction of stratification with
vertical mixing. Each type has a different dominant process causing the vertical exchange of salt
and fresh water on the flood, and each gives rise to a characteristic residual circulation. The
tidal circulation in highly stratified shallow estuaries, described herein, is the result of a finite
amplitude internal motion driven by the barotropic tide; shear instabilities at the interface are
the major vertical exchange mechanism. The residual circulation is caused primarily by ebb-flood
asymmetry in interface position and thickness. A model based on our theoretical analysis shows
that the interface thickness on flood is much less than the depth of flow up to a critical tidal
amplitude at which the two-layer flow is destroyed, and correctly predicts the tidal amplitude of
the neap-spring transition in the Columbia River Estuary. Tidal frequency internal wave motion
is not found in weakly stratified and partially mixed estuaries. Because of the reduced tidal
shear, shear instabilities are weak or absent, and the residual circulation assumes a very different
character, as described in part 2.
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1.

INTRODUCTION : DEFINITION OF THE
RESIDUAL FLOW PROBLEM

e residual circulation is the time average of the veand density fields over one or a few tidal cycles.
defini tion encompasses both the effects of forcing
anisms with time scales long relative to the tidal
(e.g., river flow fluctuations) and of nonlinearities
tidal circulation itself (e.g., the finite amplitude
barotropic and internal tides). The residual ciron changes, therefore, over the tidal month as the
amplitude varies and in response to changes in river
storms, and other low-frequency processes. Residows are important for the role they play in a broad
of estuarine phenomena including dispersion of salt,
'ty maximum generation, phytoplankton dispersion,
pollutant and suspended sediment transport. Their
tanding is also an exciting fluid mechanical chalbecause of the multiple, nonlinear driving mechapresen t in most estuaries.
ual circulation in shallow, stratified estuaries
primarily from the interaction of the density field,
flow, and tidal currents. Both barotropic and baromechanisms are important, but to varying degrees
t systems. While systems exist in which the
ual circulation is dominated by only one of the above
- for example, river flow overwhelms all ot~er
ses in the Amazon River - the mean circulatIOn
st shallow estuaries is produced by a combination
eral factors. If the tidal forcing is strong, the intern of the density field, river flow, and tidal currents
predominates, with atmospheric forcing play~ng a
ary role. This is the situation considered herem.
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Most previous theoretical analyses of residual flow have
concentrated on only one aspect of the residual circulation
rather than on the residual circulation as a whole. Neglect
of joint effects of tidal flow and the density field has led to
an unfortunate separation of the barotropic and baroclinic
residual flow generation problems. Either the density has
been assumed uniform and residual flow hypothesized to
result from barotropic nonlinearities associated with the
finite amplitude of the tidal wave, or the mean flow and
density fields were assumed to maintain one another more
or less directly, with the tidal influence being treated only
parametrically. Moreover, no existing theory of estuarine residual circulation incorporates modern insights into
mixing processes in stratified flows to distinguish the various types of estuaries. We suggest a different point of
view: the residual circulation arises from ebb-flood asymmetry in both transport and mixing. Bottom boundaryinduced turbulence, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, random internal wave interactions, and perhaps other mechanisms all play a role in vertical exchange in stratified
estuarine flows [Gardner et al., 1980; Gargett, 1984].
A braham [1988] has argued that even the most complex
numerical models are presently unable to represent the
full spectrum of relevant mixing processes. Resolution
of these difficulties requires, we believe, primarily new
physical insight rather than more sophisticated numerical
methods. We have sought, therefore, to represent analytically the dominant features of wave propagation and
vertical momentum exchange in two-dimensional (in the
along-channel and vertical directions), shallow estuaries.
Our approach is to apply well-established methods of
surface and internal long-wave theory, and simple turbulence closures to describe the tidal and residual circulation
in shallow estuaries. This extension of wave methodology
to the internal circulation is justified both by the observed
wavelike nature of the advance and retreat of the salt water mass in highly stratified estuaries [Geyer, 1985, 1988]
and by the success of Ianniello [1977a, b] in using wave
methodology to analyze barotropic residual flow in estu-
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aries. The analogy between barotropic and internal tidal
phenomenon is examined in detail in section 3.
More specifically, this contribution and that of Jay and

Smith [this issue] (hereinafter referred to as part 2) show
that the finite amplitude of the barotropic and internal
tides and the nonlinear interaction of stratification with
vertical mixing cause three differen t modes of circulation
to appear in shallow, stratified estuaries. Each of these
types has a characteristic vertical exchange mechanism
that mixes salt and fresh water on the flood and a distinctive residual flow pattern. The mixing on flood is of
particular importance, because model results and observations (section 2) show that the flood flow patterns are
quite distinctive, while ebb flow patterns for the three
types of estuaries show a greater degree of commonality.
The flood is therefore decisive for the evolution of the
residual flow.
Two of the three types of estuaries (weakly stratified
and partially mixed) can be described as the sum of a tidal
and residual barotropic mode interacting weakly with a
baroclinic mode forced by a steady horizontal salinity gradient (part 2). Tidal frequency baroclinic flow is absent,
and the ebb-flood asymmetry is primarily asso~iated with
the mean density gradient. The barotropic mode in these
estuaries is essentially that described by Ianniello [1977a,
b]. The baroclinic component is similar to that of "central regime theory" [Hansen and Rattray, 1965], which
has been the accepted model of baroclinic estuarine circulation for more than 2 decades. The weakly stratified and
partially mixed regimes are distinguished by the presence
in the former of vertical t urbulen t mixing in the interior
as the dominant process mixing salt and fresh water on
flood. Stratification is too strong relative to shear in partially mixed estuaries for bottom boundary-induced turbulence to be present, except near the bed. The exchange
of salt and fresh water in the interior is, therefore, much
weaker than in weakly stratified systems. We hypothesize that random internal wave interaction is the primary
vertical exchange mechanism in the interior of partially
mixed estuaries, but other weak mechanisms may also be
active.
The third circulation type (highly stratified or salt wedge) has, in contrast, a strong baroclinic tidal component
[G eyer, 1985, 1988]. The ad vance and retreat of a salt
wedge must therefore be treated as a baroclinic tidal wave
forced by the barotropic tide. The residual flow arises
largely from the ebb-flood asymmetry in interface position
and thickness. The dominant vertical exchange mechanism is Kelvin-Helmholtz (shear) instabilities on the interface. While bottom boundary- induced turbulence is
present in the lower layer, it cannot be the agent responsible for the mixing of salt and fresh water, because of the
strong stratification in the interfacial layer. Conversely,
shear instabilities cannot be the primary vertical exchange
mechanism in weakly stratified or partially mixed estuaries because there is no strong, tidal-frequency internal
circulation to generate strong shear in the interior, where
the mixing of salt and fresh water occurs.
The present study applies to tidal rivers, drowned river
valley estuaries, and other narrow, channel-like systems.
Broad tidal flats may be present, so long as most of the
mass and salt exchange is confined to the channels. The

requiremen t that the circulation be essen tially t 0 dimensional in the along-channel and vertical directions excludes those systems that are extensive in two horizontal directions, in which the salt balance may be maintained by chaotic ~ispersion mechanisms associated with
topographic generation of residual vorticity [ZimmermaR,
1980, 1986]. Jay [1989] has shown that these chaotic dispersion mechanisms cannot operate in narrow channels
(as defined in section 3) in which the cross-channel circulation is weak. Furthermore, there are very few rivers in
the world with sufficien t river flow to sustain a broad, .altwedgelike flow that do not have sufficient sediment load to
cause formation of a delta made up of a series of narrow
channels. The Amazon is perhaps the only river ystem
with a unobstructed mouth broad enough that chaotic dispersion processes are likely to be consistently important,
but the river flow in the Amazon is so large that salinity intrusion is absent. Thus the two dimensional model
employed in the presen t study is probably a good approximation for most shallow, highly stratified, salt wedge sy.
terns.
Our theoretical approach emerged from an observational study of residual circulation in the Columbia River
Estuary, which, in turn, was motivated by a desire to understand the tidal monthly changes in the density field and
strength of the upstream bottom flow. These do not vary
smoothly during the tidal month but exhibit sharp transitions at certain critical tidal ranges (Figure 1). A satisfactory understanding of these transitions requires identification of the basic driving mechanism thereof. The
obvious possibilities are instability of the flow over topographic highs as is commonly observed in fjords [Farmer
and Freeland, 1983], and a global breakdown of stratification coupled wi th a change to a differen t, dominant
vertical exchange mechanism.
Tidal monthly changes in the density field and circulation patterns are also found in numerous other river estuaries, for instance, some of the tributaries of Che apeake
Bay and the macrotidal estuaries of England and France
[Haas, 1976; Allen et ai., 1980]. The number of ystems
in which such tidal monthly transitions occur and the diversity of their morphology argue against the idea that
these changes are related to or controlled by specific topographic features. The occurrence of weak stratification
throughout the Columbia River Estuary immediately after the spring-neap transition (section 2 and Jay (1987»
also suggests a global breakdown of stratification in the
system, rather than a local breakdown at a single point.
If this mixing were a purely local phenomenon caused by
a bar or constriction, then the horizontal density gradient resulting from the mixing would cause restratification
upstream of the point of breakdown on flood. This would
occur both because the flow would become less energetic
away from the bar or constriction and because the ratio of river flow to tidal exchange i~creases in the upriver
direction. Such rest ratification is not, in fact, observed.
Moreover, an a posteriori argument can be made. Were
topography the primary feature governing changes in the
character of the barocIinic circulation then the uniform
depth and width models used herein a~d in part 2 would
probably not be successful in predicting the tidal range at
which tidal monthly transitions occur. Finally, scaling arguments (section 3) suggest that topographic e ec are
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the mouth of the Willamette River (RM-101; km-164). Station locations are shown in Figure 2. The density
increases as the river flow decreases early in the record, and the stratification is governed primarily by the tidal
range. Sharp increases and decreases in density (time scale of days) indicate tidal monthly transitions. The
vertical averaged density is greater during highly stratified, neap tide periods because reduced bottom stress and
increased baroclinic forcing allow greater salinity intrusion length, despite the small tidal range.

& dominant in shallow, stratified estuaries. Thus we
"eve that instability of the flow throughout the sysand consequent changes in the vertical momen tum
d aalt exchange mechanisms as a function of river flow,
al range, and baroclinic forcing are the critical factor
causing the observed tidal monthly transitions. This
tinguishes shallow estuaries from fjords and other deep
'uuies, where mixing is often controlled by sills.
Consistent with this assumption, channel width and
pth were held constan t in the calculations discussed
fteln. This allows the interaction of the density field,
er flow, and tides to be the dominant feature in the
ting models and facilitates application of long-wave
hodology. The conceptual richness and power of wave
ry allows these simple models to provide major inpta into estuarine circulation, including a new estuae classification system [Jay and Smith, 1988]. The
alting models are also believed to be the simplest posrepresentation of estuarine residual circulation that
investigation of the tidal monthly transitions. This
~~PP'ro,a.c.h by no means excludes the possibility, even prob~"",lHIiitv, that topographic features exert a substantial but
dominant influence on tidal monthly transitions and
ba.roclinic circulation in many shallow systems. One
the a.dva.ntages of the use of long-wave theory, howi. the extensive body of available methods. The rederived here can probably be extended to include at

least modest topographic features using methods similar
to those developed for the barotropic problem by Ianniello
[1979, 1981]. Strong bathymetric changes (e.g., fjord sills)
would require segmentation of a two-layer model. Analogous barotropic methods are also available here [e.g.,
Dronkers, 1964].
The two-layer model used here also possesses, despite
the simplified topography, a definite advantage over more
conventional models (those using finite element or finite
differences in the vertical) with regard to calculating internal mixing driven by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, the
dominant vertical exchange mechanism in highly stratified estuaries. Turbulence closures based on parameterization of the turbulent kinetic energy equation still do
not, at least as used in numerical models, give entirely
satisfactory results in reproducing internal mixing in free
shear layers [Abraham, 1988]. We contend that it is probably more accurate and certainly far simpler to parameterize internal mixing directly from the in terfacial properties that drive the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and thus
govern this mixing than from any presen tly available parameterization of the turbulen t kinetic energy equation.
This is done in section 3 by using a bulk Richardson number closure [Geyer, 1985; Geyer and Smith, 1987] that
makes use of the observed linearity of interfacial density
and velocity profiles and incorporates both mean and fluctuating shear. Moreover, use of a bulk Richardson number
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calculation is far more natural in our two-layer approach
than in a numerical model employing a grid in the vertical. It is even possible that such difficult problems as
nonlocal mixing (e.g., by nonlinear internal waves propagating away from a sill) may be more tractable through
use of physically based layer models than through models
with fixed grids in the vertical, the spacing of which is set
by essentially numerical criteria.
The formulation used in this study also excludes atmospheric forcing, caused either by coastal sea level fluctuations or by wind stress over the estuary. The exclusion
of coastal forcing is justified in part by the fact that this
process is relatively unimportant in the prototype system
[Jay, 1987]. It may be further justified on the grounds
that storm-driven coastal sea level fluctuations represent
simply an additional source of barotropic forcing, and the
joint action of multiple barotropic forcing modes is well
understood [Ianniello, 1977a, b]. Storms may also change
the density of the seawater at the mouth of the estuary,
but any such cha~ge in density of the shelf waters will certainly be small relative to the density difference between
seawater and fresh water and may be treated as a change
in the density boundary condition at the entrance. Direct
wind stress over the estuary has been neglected because it
is even less important in the Columbia River Estuary than
are coastal sea level fluctuations. Wind stress may, however, be considered to drive a linearly separable mode and
could be added to the analytical solutions derived herein,
except in systems where the strength of the atmospheric
forcing approaches that of the tidal forcing. In the latter
case, the wind stress becomes an inseparable part of the
lowest order flow through its enhancement of the mean
shear and hence of the vertical mixing.
The major difficulty in an analytical investigation of the
residual flow problem is the form of the density field. If
nothing is assumed about the form of the density field and
the nature of the mixing, then the interaction of stratification and mixing is analytically intractable. In fact, however, observations described in section 2 show that the
density field in the Columbia River Estuary alternates in
a regular way between highly stratified (around the neap
tide) and weakly stratified (most of the rest of the tidal
month; Figure 1). The partially mixed transitions between the two states last only a few days (perhaps one to
two flushing times [Neal, 1972]). Each of these conditions
has, moreover, a dominant vertical mixing process. Simple approximations to the density field and mixing processes in each state may then be incorporated into analytical models. The fall, low-flow period constitutes an
ideal test of the theoretical analysis, because neap-spring
transitions in stratification occur with regularity and because disruption of the tidal monthly flow cycle by river
flow and storm events is at a minimum. The model for
the highly stratified state is used herein to predict tidal
and residual velocity and density fields and the tidal amplitude of the neap-spring transition. The model for the
weakly stratified state (part 2) is then used to predict the
property distributions for spring tides and the tidal amplitude of the spring-neap transition. The model for the
partially mixed state shows that the transient, partially
mixed condition is unstable in the Columbia River Estuary because the river flow and tidal flow are too strong
(part 2).

It would be possible to use one of the residual flo formulations described herein and in part 2 to represe t flowl
in a large class of shallow estuaries. The principle reetrlctions are that the estuary be narrow and shallow, a d that
tidal flow be strong relative to the residual flow. T e generality of the theoretical analysis has been further demonstrated by defining a new estuarine classification syatem
for shallow estuaries. The parameters used in this Yatem
are directly related to the strength of the barotropic and
baroclinic nonlinearities driving the residual circulation
and to the predominant vertical exchange mechanisms in
each type of estuary [Jay and Smith, 1988]. The focus
herein and in part 2 is, however, on the develop ent of
the three analytical models.
2.

CIRCULATION IN THE PROTOTYPE,
THE COLUMBIA RIVER ESTUARY

The Columbia River Estuary is situated on the border between the states of Oregon and Washingto , with
its mouth at 46°15'N, 124°5'W. The salinity intrusion
length is 20 to 50 km, depending on the river flow and
tidal amplitude. Tidal influer.ce in the river-estuary sy.
tern usually extends about 165 km to the conflu nee of
the Columbia and Willamette rivers. The most prominent
features of the circulation in the Columbia River Estuary
are the high energy level, strong salinity gradients and
short flushing time provided by the strong tidal c nents
and large river flow. The lower reach (about 75 km) 01 the
river and estuary consists of narrow (0.5 to 3km) c annels
separated by islands and broad shoals. Much of t e part
of the system in which salinity intrusion occurs has two
major channels (Figure 2), known as the North an South
channels. They divide at about RM(river mile)-7 ('Ian-H)
and rejoin a.t RM-25 (km-40). (The river mile desi nation
of longitudinal position is maintained herein because it
appears on navigation charts and has been used i many
previous studies.) Throughout the system, flow control
structures divert most of the river flow into the m on navigation channel, which below RM-25 is the South Channel. Because the tidal flats drain predominantly i to the
North Channel, much of the tidal exchange bet wee RM-7
and RM-25 takes place in the North Channel. Fine sands
are the dominant sediment type in all channels a dover
the midestuary sand flats. Bed forms varying in height
from 0.3 to 2 m or more are found in the major c annels
[Sherwood et al., 1989]. Channel cross section (Figure
3) is relatively uniform seaward of RM-20 (km-32) except
for a wide area in the vicinity of RM-15 (km-24)o It iI,
therefore, a reasonable first approximation to mo el tidal
processes in the part of the Columbia River Estu y IY.
tern in which salinity intrusion occurs using a ch Bel of
uniform depth and width.
Barotropic Processes

The hydrologic properties of the Columbia River have
been reviewed by Paulsen [1949]' Orem [1968] and Slerwood et al. [1989]. It is the largest river draining into the
Pacific Ocean in western North America, with a rainage
basin of 660,480 km 2 and an average flow of about 1300
m 3 S-1. The drainage basin consists of coastal a d eastern sub-basins each having distinct climatic and hydrologic characteristics. The coastal sub-basin cont on only
about 8% of the total surface area, but contribute almost
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one quarter of the flow. Most of this inflow occurs during
the winter. The arid eastern sub-basin has the remaining
92% of the surface area; most of the runoff occurs during a snowmelt spring freshet in May and June. Because
all of the major tributaries are landward of the upstream
limits of salinity intrusion, the fresh water inflow can for
analytical purposes be assumed to enter at the head of
the estuary. Extensive irrigation and flow regulation by
dams presently limit the annual range of monthly mean
river flow for the entire river basin to a factor of about 3,
from 3000 to 10,000 m 3 s-1. Daily river flow, however,
still varies seasonally by about a factor of '5, from about
3000 to 15,000 m 3 s-1. August to November is the period
of both minimum river flow and river flow variability, and
storms are uncommon before November. The late summer and fall months are therefore ideal for the study of

the interaction between tidal forcing, river flow, and the
density field.
The tide at the mouth of the Columbia River Estuary
is of the mixed type, with the semidiurnal wave predominating. Tidal properties of the system have been determined by harmonic analyses of current meter and surface
elevation records [Jay, 1984] and through the use of a onedimensional harmonic tidal model [Jay et al., 1989]. The
monthly minimum tidal amplitude is usually between 0.8
and 1m; the monthly maximum is between 1.5 and 2m.
Almost 90% of the tidal energy dissipated in the system
comes from the principal lunar semidiurnal component
M 2 • For this reason, the theoretical models constructed
herein and in part 2 treat the residual flow arising from
the interaction of a single, semidiurnal constituent with
the density field and river flow. Monthly variability in
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tidal amplitude is incorporated by allowing the amplitude
of the semidiurnal wave to vary. A detailed examination of
the effects of the diurnal wave belongs, along with consideration of the effects of topography, in the next generation
of analyses.

Baroclinic Processe
The Columbia River has previously been descri l eeo as
partially mixed on t.he basis of tidally averaged (I ensi t y
data. This temporal averaging of the strongly ad vected
density field not only produces the illusion that the system is partially mixed but obscures the major nonlinearity
that at least during periods of high stratification, drives

the baroclinic residual flow. The observations discuned
here and by Jay and Smith [1989] indicate that on the
flood (the crucial portion of the tidal cycle for evolution
of the residual circulation), the system is usually either
weakly or highly stratified but not partially mixe • The
Columbia River Estuary shows a very clear pattern oltidal
monthly changes in density distribution during the lowflow season (Figure 1). Under low-flow condition, it i.
weakly stratified on both flood and ebb during period 01
moderate to large tidal range (Figures 4a- 4c). The dominant feature of the salinity field during such period i8 its
advection in the along-estuary direction by the tid flow;
observations show no evidence of tidal-frequency buoyancy.
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stratification occurs during the low-flow

aeason for only a few days during and after the neap tide
figures 1 and 5a-5c), at which time, the decrease in tidal
ge causes a transition to a two-layer flow and a longer
°nity intrusion length. A few days to a week after the
aeap, another transition occurs, and the system returns to
he weakly stratified state. Note also that the distinction
tween the weakly and highly stratified states is greatest
OD the flood (Figures 4a and 5a), when the interface in
e highly stratified case in thin and well defined. The
areatest difference between the highly and weakly stratieel regimes on the ebb occurs near the entrance, where
a. front between the 15- and 25-ppt contours is observed
OD the neap that is absent on spring tide. Evidently, tidal
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advection is not strong enough on the neap to push this
relatively saline water out of the estuary.
The tidal cycle mean stratification is quite sensitive to
changes in tidal range during the tidal monthly transitions, but is relatively insensitive to such changes during the large fraction of the tidal month when the flow is
weakly stratified. This pattern suggests nonlinear transition mechanisms. Regular neap-spring transitions are,
of course, not the entire story. Winter storms and the
resulting changes in runoff sometimes disrupt "normal"
circulation patterns. An understanding of these transient
effects, while desirable, can come only after a better understanding of the systematic seasonal and tidal monthly
effects is achieved.
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It will be argued in section 3 and part 2 that estuarine
residual circulation arises as the difference between the
flood and ebb flows, that is, from the ebb-flood asymmetry. The ebb-flood asymmetry is ultimately caused by the
net flux of river water and the resulting horizontal density gradient, which may vary substantially in strength
during the tidal cycle but which never changes sign. The
difference in ebb and flood transports introduces asymmetries in the bed friction and convective acceleration terms
in the equation of motion, even in a neutrally stratified
flow. Usually more im portan t in an estuary are the effects of the buoyancy input in establishing a baroclinic
pressure gradient and in inhibiting vertical mixing. The
baroclinic pressure gradien t reinforces the barotropic gradient at depth on flood and makes a salt wedge advance
possible. The opposition at depth of the barotropic and
baroclinic pressure gradients on ebb enhances the shear
and causes the retreat and destruction by mixing of the
same salt wa.ter mass. In terms of velocity profiles, the
shear introduced at the bottom boundary always tends
to reduce the stability of the water column on flood, but
increases it on ebb. This factor and the greater ebb transport together lead to strongly sheared ebb flows (Figures
6a and 6b). That is, the stable ebb stratification induced
by advection of less dense water over more dense water
inhibits vertical mixing and may allow substantial shear
to develop. The exact result depends critically on the evolution over the course of ebb of the gradient Richardson
number Rig in the outer part of the flow. If Rig is everywhere below a critical value of about 1/4, stratificati('ln
inhibits but does not eliminate vp.rtical ttabulent mixing.
Shear decr~ases away from the Led, but less rapidly than
in a neutrally stratified flow with the same transport and
over the same bed. If Rig exceeds the critical value at
some level, then bottom boundary-induced vertical turbulent mixiug cannot penetrate above this level. In this
case, the outer part of the flow becomes nearly detached
from that at the bed, and the stratification that damped

the turbulence is likely to persist through the remain
of the ebb, even when the tidal range is large.
The nature of the flow on flood is strongly influen
by the initial stratification. In highly stratified estuar
flows, the combination of the baroclinic pressure gr
ent and reduced vertical mixing in the interfacial (py
ocline) region often leads to a distinct velocity maxim
near the bottom of the pycnocline [Geyer, 1985].
flow below is nearly logarithmic, because the lower la
is close to neutrally stratified, and that above is nearly
viscid and without baroclinic forcing. (Figures 7a and t).
The enhanced interfacial advection gradually reduces
top-to- bottom density difference at the nose of the we
but the two-layer flow is stable throughout the flood
long as the tidal range is sufficiently small. If, howe _,
the barotropic forcing is too strong, then the salt we Ie
is destroyed by interfacial mixing (sections 3 and 4).
contrast, if the flow is initially weakly stratified, the it
remains so throughout the flood (Figures 8a and 8b
d
part 2), because boundary layer effects extend throughout
the flow and the shear acts to prevent the developmen of
stratification.
Extensive calculations designed to assess seasonal
d
tidal monthly variations of salt transport in the Colu bi
River Estuary have been reported by Jay and S itl
[1989]. Tidal monthly and seasonal variations in
t
transport processes are of roughly equal magnitude ear
the entrance, while seasonal variations in river flow become increasingly important in the upstream direct 0 •
The salt balance is maintained against the outward tr
port of the river flow primarily by tidal advection.
e
greatest salt transport at RM-5 (km-9) occurs slig dy
above mid-depth along the north side of the channel.
bstan tial salt transport by net upstream bottom flow occurs primarily on neap tides. Because salt transports are
much less near the surface than at mid-depth, and bec 11M
the peripheral bays are are very shallow, inherently threedimensional mechanisms such as trapping or storag in
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A

ripheral bays do not appear to be of great significance
the Columbia River Estuary. Of greater importance
likely to be transfer of salt from the North Channel
o the South Channel via subsidiary channels across the
al flats. Such processes are not included in the models
,resented herein but could conceivably be included using
aetwork of channels.

3.

HIGHLY STRATIFIED (Two-LAYER) ESTUARINE
FLOWS : FINITE AMPLITUDE

W AVE

MODEL FORMULATION

The strategy employed to model highly stratified estuflows is to use a perturbation expansion method to
a harmonic solution to a wave equation for two-layer
flow, then to calculate the mixing as a function of

the resulting interface elevation and layer velocities. The
residual flow is the tidal cycle average of the tidal plus
zero-frequency flow, taking into account tidal variations in
the extent of the salt water mass. The primary features to
be reproduced are the salt-wedgelike advance on the flood,
the vertical exchange at the interface arising from KelvinHelmholtz instabilities and the ebb-flood asymmetry in
this exchange. Prediction of realistic tidal and residual
flow patterns and of the critical tidal amplitude at which
destruction of the salt wedge occurs through mixing (the
neap-spring transition) serve as tests of the model.
Derivation of Governing Equations

The essence of a salt wedge advance is the combination of barotropic and baroclinic forcing that allows the
entire lower layer to advance at a speed approaching the
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phase speed of the internal wave on the interface between
the layers. A wave equation governing the advance and
retreat of a tidally forced saline water mass in a narrow,
two-layer estuary (Figure 9) can be derived under the assumption that both the tide and the internal tide in a
shallow estuary are long waves, so that the momentum
balance is hydrostatic. Because the horizon tal scale is
much larger than the vertical scale, horizontal momentum diffusion may also be ignored relative to vertical turbulent proces~es. The Coriolis effect, the cross-channel
momentum balance, and cross-channel differences in the
along-channel equation of motion can all be neglected because the width and depth are assumed constant and because the width of the estuary is less than the internal
Rossby radius of deformation and much less than the internal tidal wavelength. These conditions are sufficient to
guarantee that the salt balance is satisfied predominantly
in the along-channel and vertical directions.
We make the Boussinesq approximation, which decoupIes the barotropic flow from the baroclinic forcing. A
rigid lid is not imposed on the baroclinic flow, because
the barotropic flow drives the salt wedge advance. The
solution for the interface excursion will, as a consequence,
consist of the usual incident and reflected free waves plus
a third, forced component, directly proportional to the
barotropic wave, as described by Stokes [1847]. The additional assumption of equal unperturbed or scaling depths
for the two layers is suggested by observations, simplifies
the analysis, and has an important physical meaning; it
implies that the two layer exchange is strong. In fact,
Stigebrandt [1981] has shown that equal time-averaged
layer depths at the entrance of an estuary maximize the
two-way, zero-frequency exchange and refers to fjords having this characteristic as overmixed or "O-fjords." Thus
it is assumed that the actual two layer exchange calculated by the model is of the same order as the maximal
exchange. Departure of the mean flow from the maximal
level causes the departure of the mean interface level at
the entrance from mid-depth.
The density in each layer is taken for the purposes of the
analytical solution to be invariant in time and space, because observations in both the Fraser River and Columbia
River estuaries indicate that the lower layer penetrates upestuary on flood almost without dilution and with very
strong gradien ts at its head and at the interface (section
2; Geyer [1985]). This renders a salt conservation equation unnecessary. Mixing at the interface is allowed, but
entrainment is not, because the observed weak dilution of
the salt water near the head of the salt wedge is probably

caused, not by entrainment, but by enhanced interfaci
advection of water, as Geyer [1985] found in the Fr
River salt wedge. Furthermore, salt transport calcula
for the Columbia River [Jay and Smith, 1989] show t h
inward and outward salt transports occur at very ne
the same depth, again arguing that entrainment is u
portant.
The above assumptions suffice to determine the ov
motion of the two-layer system but not the detailed b
havior of the head of the intrusion or the interfacial I
Instead, approximately correct behavior of the head of
intrusion is forced by the boundary conditions, and
thickness of the interfacial mixing layer is determined
ter the analytical solution has been obtained. Because
flood interfacial thickness will be shown to remain sm
relative to the layer thickness (up to the point at whi
the two-layer system breaks down), neglect of the fi
thickness of the interfacial layer in the analytical m o
may be reasonably assumed to have little effect on
lower layer advance.
The dimensional, vertically integrated momentum
continuity equations for the barotropic flow and in the t
layers are (using the subscript "1" for the upper layer
"2" for the lower layer):

where

",Q
Q1, Q2

MWLI

Interface

ocean

river

z

x
t

h1, h2
h

°O~~~--------------~O~.5~-----heOd--o~f~in-tr-u-s-ion--~-
X

Fig. 9. Schematic of the two-layer system, showing the situation
late in the flood. MWL is mean water level.

Ti

Tb
D
H

barotropic transport;
the upper and lower layer transports,
respectively;
horizontal distance;
time;
the upper and lower layer depth deviati
surface elevation deviation;
interfacial momentum exchange divided
the densi ty;
boundary shear stress divided by the
mean layer thickness for both layers;
total depth equal to 2D;
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Po

reduced gravity, equal to (D.Pvl Po) gj
non-dimensional vertical density
difference, approximately 0.025j
tnean density.

have been used to indicate dimensional variables.
barotropic wave equation in h is formed by differenti(1t1) with respect to x and (lb) with respect to t and
Ul,ra.ctlng. An analogous procedure involving (2a) and
and (3a) and (3b) gives an internal wave equation in
lower layer elevation deviation h2 :

=0
=0

fact that D is H 12 has been used repeatedly in (4).
equilibrium layer depth D rather than D+ h2 appears
he convective acceleration and friction terms in (4),
:.M:I~Ulle the nonlinear contribution to these terms arising
m. the interface deviation is second order (and is thus
ected) in the perturbation analysis that follows. The
nonlinearity of the pressure gradient has, however,
retained in (4), as it will contribute in an important
to the residual flow.
F rther development of these wave equations requires
pproximation to the boundary and interfacial stress
• The third-order Chebyshchev polynomial expanof Dronkers [1964] has been used for this purpose.
expression has the advantage of providing for both
and mean flow contributions to the stress. It is
t accurate at the extreme values (peak flood and ebb)
n the stress is most important in the momentum bal• The bed and interfacial stresses (in terms of non-

T,

~ c;lU,1 (u, - u,) '" ~ U? [P1(U, - U,)
+p,(U, - U,)'

&ran port,

+ P3(U,

- U,)3]

(5b)

U· is the scale velocity for the baroclinic flow,
2.5 •X 10- 3 is the drag coefficient, Ci :::::: 0.5 to 1 x 10 -3
interfacial exchange coefficient. The coefficients Pi
and (5b) are functions of the ratio of river flow to
flow (QRIQt). There is no river flow in the lower
and the O(fd residual flow is small. Under these
terms containing P2 can be neglected in the
, and Pl and P3 approach asymptotic values for
0 of 8/3 and 8/15, respectively. The .value
employed is within the usual range. The chOlce of
constrained to achieve consistency with our turbuclosure, the internal mixing calculation described be-

=
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low. Specifically, the interfacial thickness calculated from
the shear and lower layer thickness implies a vertical momentum transfer. This momentum transfer, which varies
from zero at times when the interface was not thickening to a maximum near peak ebb, was compared to the
value determined from Ci and the amplitude of the shear
calculated from the harmonic , in ternal tide model deri ved
from (4). The harmonic method does not allow global
agreement tltroughout the tidal cycle to be achieved with
a constant Ci. Instead, Ci was adjusted until approximate
agreement between the two peak flood values of vertical
momentum transfer was achieved. Agreement at peak
flood is appropriate, because the flood was found to be
the critical time during the tidal cycle for the evolution of
the density field and the residual flow (section 4 and part
2).
The internal tidal wave equation (4) and its barotropic
analog may then be expanded in regular perturbation
expansions. The barotropic nonlinearities are scaled by
fb = (I H (the ratio of barotropic tidal amplitude to average depth) as first used by Stokes [1847] and applied by
Ianniello [1977a, bj 1979j 1981] to the barotropic residual flow problem. The scaling of the vertically integrated
barotropic continuity equation (lb) shows that the barotropic tidal velocity scale Ub is equal to Cfb, where C is the
barotropic wave celerity. The ratio fb = (I H is then a
Froude number indicating the stability of the barotropic
oscillation. Although the dispersion parameter (HI )..)2
(where).. is the barotropic wavelength) is small enough
that nonlinear dispersive effects may be ignored, these
long waves are weakly dispersive because of the linear effects of friction in the 0(1) wave equation.
The analogous baroclinic parameter is fi = diD, the
ratio of internal tidal amplitude to tidal cycle mean layer
depth. This is a measure of the nonlinearity of the flow
arisi ng from the tidal cycle excursion of the densi ty field.
It provides the requisite behavior that the internal nonlinear effects increase with increasing tidal range up to the
point where the tidal forcing is so strong that a two-layer
structure can no longer be maintained. It is equal to Ui I c'
(where Ui is the internal wave particle velocity scale and
c' is the internal wave speed), the internal scaling Froude
number indicating the stability of the baroclinic oscillation. In most shallow estuaries, (I H is 0(0.01 to 0.3), the
barotropic tidal wave is subcritical, and barotropic nonlinear effects remain small. The barotropic nonlinearities
become 0(1) and bring about tidal bores only in exceptional cases. In contrast, diD ranges from perhaps 0.1
to a potential upper limit of 1, and the nonlinear effects
in the two-layer case are larger than those in the weakly
stratified case. However, as is demonstrated in section
4, the two-layer circulation becomes unstable and breaks
down well before diD reaches one.
It is also vital in a strongly reflective system such as
the internal tidal flow analyzed here to distinguish between tidal amplitude as measured by fi
diD and the
actual excursion of the interface. Reference to the analogous barotropic problem - quarter wave resonance - is
appropriate. It is well known that even an infinitesimal
tide at the entrance of a system that is about one quarter of a wavelength long will be strongly amplified. The
theoretically infinite response at the reflective barrier in

=
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an inviscid surface tide is rendered finite by any nonzero
value of Cd, and increasing Cd decreases the amplification
[Dronkers, 1964]. Just as with the interface excursion
near the head of a salt wedge, however, the actual surface excursion near the reflecting (landward) boundary
may become large relative to the depth, as in the Bay of
Fundy. This large excursion does not invalidate a perturbation analysis of reflective systems, because the actual
wave amplitude scaled in the perturbation parameter is
small, as is the transport near the reflecting boundary.
It is, in fact, the smallness of the transport terms near
the reflecting boundary that allows the wave equation derived via a perturbation expansion to remain valid. The
perturbation expansion used here, therefore, is correct,
despite the substantial interface excursion, for two-layer
systems up to the point where the neap-spring transition
occurs. It should also be noted that a small value of the
scaling internal Froude number Ei (as required for the validity of the perturbation expansion employed herein) is
consistent with the observed [Geyer, 1985, 1988] total internal Froude number near 1 at the wedge head, because
this total internal Froude number is strongly influenced
by barotropic advection, without which the salt wedge
advance and retreat would not be possible.
Energy transfer from the driving diurnal and semidiurnal tidal frequencies to higher and lower frequencies is one
of the basic features of estuarine circulation . Tidal forcing
at a single frequency leads to a zero frequency circulation,
a tidal flow, and an overtide at O(E). The residual, tidal,
and overtide frequencies may be included by expanding
the velocity and other variables in an asymptotic series,
each term of which is further expanded in a Fourier series.
Velocity and height variations at residual and overt ide frequencies are excluded in 0(1), because the nonlinearly
driven circulation at these frequencies is no larger than
O(E). Thus

Qi= 1Q?+E(OQ~+ 1Q~ + 2QD
i = 1,2
+ O(E~)
Q= 1 Q O+ E(OQ1+ 1Q1

+

2(1) + 0(E2)

(6a)
(6b)

and similarly for the elevation variables. A subscript in
(6) indicates the layer for a baroclinic flow variable' no
subscript indicates a barotropic flow variable. The' left
superscript indicates the frequency (0 for mean, 1 for tidal,
2 for overtide), and the right superscript indicates the
order of the term. Because the purpose of this analysis
is to examine the generation of the mean or residual flow
by the 0(1) tidal flow, the O( E) overtide and O( E) tidal
frequency equations are not discussed here .
The scaling for the barotropic and baroclinic flows is as
follows, with the numerical values of the scaling parameters taken to correspond to the situation in the Columbia
River Estuary during the low-flow season :

h=

d
w

Ls
(

interfacial excursion scale, equal to 2-3 m;
the M2 tidal frequency, equal to 1.4 X 10- 4
1;
the salinity intrusion length scale, approximately
20- 40 Xl0 3 m;
the M2 tidal amplitude scale, equal to 1 m ;

Dt;:!!!8m.

The horizontal changes in baroclinic velocity are s ed
under the assumption that along-channel changes i nterface depth, not topographic features, are the domingt
factors determining the convective accelerations. Thu the
horizon tal length scale for both layers is taken to be (FIIure 9) the salinity intrusion scale length Ls, i.e., th cli8tance that the salt wedge advances in half a tidal cycle.
This was specified from observations for the model
discussed herein. However, Ls may also be related to the
~ther scaling variables as Ls
Tr/W(Ub +Uj - UR), here
URis the river flow velocity. That is, the salt wedg wiD
advance with the combined velocity of the barotropic and
internal tides against the opposition of the river flow. This
specification yields values of Ls similar to observatio
The general validity of neglecting topographic ariations was addressed in section 1; a more specific scalinl
argument can also be adduced. Consider lower layer m.
conservation (equation 3b». Current meter power spectra [Jay, 1984] provide ample evidence that flow iconfined to a few tidal and overtide frequencies. If only tidal
fr!que~cy motion is c~sidered, then the magnitude of
8h 2 /8t fixes that of 8Q2/8x, independent of any variation of the x length scale. If a topographic x length scale
It < Ls were to be introduced , then the velocity sc e ....
sociated with this length scale would have to be re cecl
(relative to the basic internal velocity scale) so th t the
magnitude of 8Q2/8x remained invariant. Using thi Kaling, the convective accelerations (the wave equation elm
most likely to be influenced by topography) remain O(r,)
up to the point that topographic changes become so harp
as to force division of the model into segments, e h of
which is, at least in barotropic wave calculations, as med
to be of constant depth and width [Dronkers , 1964]. The
above argumen t concerning the scale of 8Q2 /8x as mea,
as do the vertically integrated equations (la) , (2a), and

=

(3a), that horizontal velocities in each layer are early
uniform. The strong shear in the interface layer most
certainly causes the convective accelerations to be locally
0(1). This cannot, however, be true for the flo as a
whole, because the overtide and residual flows dri en by
the convective accelerations are observed to be only OCr).
Thus it is correct to take the convective accelerations to
be O( E) in our perturbation analysis.
Substitution of (5) to (7) in (4) results in a lower layer
wave equation containing terms of different orde aDd
frequencies. The terms at any given order and fre .eRcy
must balance. This requirement yields the followinl 0(1)
tidal and O( E) residual equations for the motion in & twolayer estuary:

(h

z= Dz
x= Lsx
......

where

......
t
t =2

Tb = CdUj Tb
h1 = dh1
h2 = dh2

......

Ti

w

= CdUj2 Ti

91 = UjDQ1

Q2 = UjDQ2

(7)

(8t1)
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of the continuity equations for the two layers «9c) pIns
the analogous equation for the upper layer) is the continuity equation for the total or barotropic flow. Thus, the
baroclinic nonlinearity exists imultaneou ly wi th and in
addition to the barotropic nonlinearity.

2-3 mj
1. , W- 4 s"lj
approximltd,
to

Solut i on of the Governing Equations

It is appropriate in an infinite, hallow channel with
uniform cross section and strong friction to a ume that
the barotropic tide consists of only an incoming wave,
gradually damped in the positive-x direction. The relevant solution [Jay, 1987j LeBlond, 1978] for the 0(1)
barotropic tide 1 h 0 is

ng with the continuity equations

1

h = Re (M(x)e")
O

(9a)

'Q O = Re ( \ : i
8

0

Ql

aQs

-ax- + a;:-- 0

QIS

Qs

/=
/i=

1,,=

0Ql

+ Qs

internal mass transport, equal to
Stokes drift, equal to 1 QO 1 hOi
(/b + (HI D)2 fd in s-1;
ciUi/D ~ 1.0 X 10- 4 s-\
CdUilD ~ 2.5 x 10- 4 s- 1 •

= QR

1

Qg

(9b)

1 hg;

nlinear terms (e.g., the convective accelerations) in
uation (8b) have both zero frequency and overtide parts.
zero frequency part of each nonlinear term has been
cated by an overbar. The equality of the layer scale
ths and the fact that the layer scale depth is half the
depth has been used repeatedly in deriving (8a) and

).
he 0(1) wave equation (8a) contains two homogeneous
. s and one forcing term; it describes a damped ina.l wave driven by the barotropic tide . It is similar
the internal wave problem first discussed by Stokes
47], wherein the particular solution to the internal
ve problem is proportional to the surface wave; Stokes,
9Iever, considered only the inviscid case. The homoeous part of the wave equation is a balance between
buoyant restoring force and damping. The accelera11 term (8h 2 I at 2 ) does not appear because it is smaller
the stress by the ratio f Iw '" 5, as is also true in
barotropic case [LeBlond, 1978]. Inclusion of the aceration term in 0(1) does not appreciably change the
ults, but greatly complicates the algebra.
The residual surface elevation results from nonlineariin the friction, pressure gradient and convective actu"ations terms. The Stokes drift Qs and the internal
transport Q1S (identified by Dore [1970)) appear in
~ as result of substitution for 0Q1 and 0Q~, using conuhy equations (9b) and (9c). The residual continuity
W''''a'tio'n suggests that the inward internal mass transport
the lower layer Q1 S must be compensated by a zeroo',.AlrJlqIUetnc:v, Eulerian outflow in the bottom layer. The sum

M(x)

M(x)e;')

(10)

= Hoe-21r{l+i)kbLsx

where kb = 1/(2rr)[p1fbwl(gH)P/2 is the barotropic wave
number. The real and imaginary parts of the wave num ber
for a uniform channel are equal, in the high-friction Ii mi tj
this is the result of the dominance of the friction term over
the acceleration term in (8a). The barotropic wavelength
1/kb is much larger than Ls, so that the barotropic wave
changes phase and is damped very little in the estuary.
The internal tidal oscillation, the solution to (8a) and
(9a) , is

(lla)

lQO
2_-

[-WLS
Ui

Re ---

(N' KM')
----

K4

K2

e

it]

(llb)

(llc)
where k = [pt/(8rr 3 )fwl(g'D)j1/2 is the baroclinic wave
number,

K2=8( rrk b L s)2
K4=8( rrkLs) 2
K-.i.!!.i.
JjWPl
- DUb (81r3g'Dkl-PIJW)

The baroclinic tidal solution consists of incoming and reflected waves, plus a forced term in response to the barotropic tide. The amplitude of the reflected wave relative
to the incoming wave is determined by a reflective boundary condition below. The homogeneous part of the solution dominates 1 h~j that is, the baroclinic part of the
interfacial excursion is greater than the component driven
by 1 hO. The homogeneous solution to (8a) is dispersive
- the internal wave speeds increase weakly with increasing frequency. Similar results could have been achieved
by imposing a rigid lid on the baroclinic problem and
then adding the barotropic and baroclinic solutions. This
would have slightly degraded the accuracy of the calcu-
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lated interfacial elevations, but more importantly, it would
have obscured the basic dynamics of the problem. The
proportionality constant between the barotropic wave and
the baroclinic response thereto is denoted by K. In an infinite inviscid two-layer system, K
-1/2, so that half
the barotropic transport occurs in the lower layer. The
finite length of the lower layer and presence of friction
change, however, both the amplitude and phase of K.
The O( €) residual solution may be found by integrating
(8b) twice:

=

(12a)

(12b)

Qs

J

Qsdx

=

(12c)

(12d)

(12e)

J

QIsdx = -wLs Re [INI2
2Ui

K,

~ K.

2K4

+

K2
2K2

K. (iM'*N'

IMI2

+ 2MN*)](12f)

where

Ks = Ki l

-

K;l

The residual surface slope is dominated by its homogeneous part (Clx + C 2 ), the integral of the internal mass
transport Q I S and the nonlinear surface slope forcing.
The identity

(13)

where

R I =rl eit

R 2 =r2 eit

and repeated integration by parts have been used in e &luating the integrals in (12a)-(12g). One further simplification was made: (1 Qg)2 was taken out of the first integra!
proportional to P3 because the dominant term in (1QI)2
comes from the barotropic tide, which from (10) has a very
long wavelength relative to the salinity intrusion lengtll.

Application of Boundary Conditions
Application of the boundary conditions is the most
complex part of the analytical model. Reference t the
analogous barotropic tidal problem in a channel of constant width and depth is useful in understandin the
conditions applied here. The tidal long-wave differ ntia!
equation is second order and requires two boundary conditions to determine the amplitudes and phases of t e incident and reflected waves. Determination of both amplitude and phase for each wave means that the coefficient
usually referred to as the wave amplitude is, in f t, a
complex number. There are two possibilities for a s dace
tidal wave: either the wave is reflected by the land ard
boundary of the system (as in many bays), or the system
is long relative to the damping length of the tidal
ve
and the wave dies out towards infinity in the positive-%
direction (as in tidal rivers). The first situation give rise,
in the absence of friction, to a standing wave, in whi h incident and reflected waves are of equal magnitude. I friction is present, the two waves have the same magnitude
only at the point of reflection, but the rise and fall f the
tide throughout the system is still nearly synchrono • In
contrast, only an incident wave is present in a tidal river,
and the tide is progressive; the time of high water arles
strongly along the channel. The latter is the case with he
barotropic tide in channel of constant width that rives
the salt wedge flow discussed here. The salinity int ,ion
length Ls is short, however, relative to the baro ropic
tidal wavelength and little progression of the baro ropic
wave is actually observed over a distance of Ls.
Because the internal wave speed is less than th IUrface wave speed, the internal wave length is smalle than
the barotropic wave length, and Ls is nearly one q aner
of the baroclinic wavelength. That the motion of the interface is essentially simultaneous throughout this length
[Geyer, 1985] requires that a reflected wave be present,
and the advancing salt wedge is not a progressive wave,
despite the movement of the salt wedge head. Confusion
over whether the salt wedge is progressive or reflective
arises primarily because wave problems are usuall considered either in an infinite domain, or one in whic fixed
boundaries are present, not in a domain with a m vable
control section. Reflection at the head can also be nderstood in terms of the reduced thickness of the lowe layer
and reduced stability at the head, caused by the i erfacial jet [Geyer, 1985, 1988] (see also section 2). Th head
must always propagate more slowly than the body of the
salt wedge. Thus partial reflection is inevitable. I fad,
because the inhomogeneous (barotropically forced componen t of the in ternal tide moves much more rapidly tJaan
c' and dominates Q2, reflection should be total, or Dearly
so. This agrees with the observed essentially simuIt eous
rise and fall of the interface throughout the syste •
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Continuing with the barotropic analogy, the amplitude
of the reflected surface wave relative to the incoming wave
in a system of finite length is determined by requiring that
the transport vanish at the landward boundary. The amplitude of the incident barotropic wave is then set by the
phase and amplitude of the tide at the entrance. Two
more conditions are required to determine the constan ts in
he second-order barotropic residual flow equation; these,
owever, are less closely analogous to the internal case analyzed herein. Another important difference between the
barotropic and salt wedge analyses is that the external
Fl'oude number of the barotropic tidal wave is normally
quite small (of O(€b». In contrast, the flow at the head
of the advancing salt wedge is internally critical. Application of a perturbation model to such a strongly nonlinear
region is perhaps questionable, despite the distinction between Ei and the total internal Froude number discussed
earlier. The model does not, therefore, directly repreent the complex physics of the wedge front. Rather, the
boundary conditions are chosen to force approximately
c:orrect behavior of the head of the advancing and retreating wedge, as well as determine the constan ts in the analytical solution. The boundary conditions are applied to
he total flow, here approximated by the sum of the 0(1)
idal and O( €) residual components.
The boundary conditions for the salt wedge problem are

lQ~(1,t)

= 0 for

h2(O, t ae ) =

1

(Ha)

all t

h~(O, t ae )

+ °h~(O)

~ 1.25

~ 0.7

h2(1, t 3 / )
2

F =F{+F;=latx=x/, t=tl

(14b)

(He)
(14d)

the phases of 1Qoand 1Q~ are identical at

x=o
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of the minimum salinity intrusion might be determined by
other factors.
The conditions of (14d) and (14e), like the entrance condition for the barotropic tide, set the amplitude and phase
of the incoming internal wave. The internal Froude number condition requires the head of the wedge to be in an
internally critical state. In fact, this condition i approximately satisfied during almo t the entire flood [Geyer,
1985, 1988], but one of the limitations of the harmonic
form assumed for the solution is that the bounda.ry condition can be exactly satisfied at only one time. Thi is
rectified by the specification of the height of the front of
the wedge in (14b) and (14e). Normally, the model produces a wedge that is apparently subcritical during mo t
of its advance. In nature, the reduced stratification at
the head of the wedge caused by interfacial advection and
mixing at the head of the wedge keeps the head critical,
even when the flow behind the wedge is ubcritical. Thus
the assumed critical front on flood is realistic. Behavior
of the wedge on ebb is different than on flood in that the
head of the wedge no longer acts as a movable control
section. The lower layer is therefore allowed to collapse
to zero thickness as it retreats. As the lower layer thin
on ebb, the strong shear causes the flow to become supercritical, and strong mixing occurs. The ca e in which
the wedge becomes supercritical throughout on flood and
is destroyed by mixing during its advance corresponds to
the neap-spring transition, and is discussed below.
The nonlinearity of the Froude number condition, the
fact that the position at which thi condition is applied
(XI) is an unknown, the dependence of C 1 and C 2 on
the properties of the incoming wave, and the ebb-flood
difference in stratification mean that the entire boundary
condition calculation is best done iteratively by computer.

(14e)
Modification of the A nalytieal Solution by Mixing

The determination of the analytical solution and application of the boundary conditions described above ast.1 slack after flood;
sumes the O( 1) flow properties vary harmonically in time.
t. e slack after ebb;
Part of the ebb-flood asymmetry which generates the
tl peak flood;
residual circulation emerges from this harmonic decomF2- u?
Q?(x 1 ,t I HQR)2
position in the form of the correlations between tidal ele1 - Tn
(H-H2)3
vations and transports that constitute the Stokes drift Q S
F2- u? (1 Qg(x I ,t 1))2 .
and internal mass transport QIS. Any representation of
3
'
2 - Tn
H2
the ebb-flood asymmetry would be incomplete, however,
layer Froude numbers;
without
a calculation of vertical mixing. The unidirecXI position of the head of the wedge at peak
tional tendency during the tidal cycle toward increased
flood.
mixing cannot readily be represen ted harmonically and
must
be calculated with a time-stepping scheme in time
The first of these (equation (14a» is a reflective conditi.on
and space. The information required at each time includes
at defines the magnitude of the reflected wave relatIve
the position of the head of the intrusion, and the interface
the incoming wave. The second and third conditions,
elevation
and the velocity in both layers as a function of
46) and (14e), set the height of the wedge at the en~ of
x.
It
is
assumed
that the 0(1) and O( €) flow variables
b and the end of flood, and are based on observatIOns
for
the
two-layer
flow
(given by (9a), (ge), (11), and (12»
1
the Columbia River Estuary. They determine C and
6 2 in the residual height (equation (12a» and impose a . apply at all points seaward of the position of the head of
the wedge at each t, and that the barotropic properties of
ean slope on the interface. They also require the in(9b)
and (10) apply landward of the head of the wedge.
enace to be somewhat above mid-depth at the entra.nce
Determination
of the interfacial thickness ~i is based
the onset of flood and so mew hat below mid-depth at
Ls at the end of flood. The "mouth" of the theoret- on two observations. First, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
occur in the Fraser River Estuary salt wedge whenever the
cal estuary is taken to be the position of the minimum
total Richardson number RiT (based on the mean plus
·nity intrusion at the end of ebb. In both the Columbia
fluctuating
shears) exceeds a critical value of about 1/4.
·ver and Fraser River estuaries, this minimum occurs at
These instabilities cause the interface layer to thicken unnear the entrance bar. In other systems, the position
where

e

F:

=
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til RiT is reduced to the critical level [Geyer, 1985; Geyer
and Smith, 1987]. Second, the velocity and salinity in the
interfacial layer tend, as the thickness of the layer grows,
toward a linear profile. The tendency toward linear interfacial profiles is particularly strong on ebb [Geyer and
Smith, 1,987]. On strong floods in both the Columbia
River and Fraser River estuaries, an interfacial velocity
maximum is observed, the dynamics of which cannot be
so simply represented (e.g., Figure 7). Nonetheless, this
jet is prominen t only for part of the tidal cycle, and the
primary purpose here is determination of the thickness
of the interfacial layer, not its precise velocity structure.
Thus a layer Richardson number approach may be used as
a good first approximation in calculating in terfacial properties.
To use a Richardson number criterion in a harmonic
model, it is necessary to relate the Richardson number
based on the total shear RiT e!! 0.25 to Ri, the Richardson number based on the tidal and residual shear. The
relationship between RiT and Ri is (as modified slightly
from Geyer and Smith, [1987]):
1
0.25 ~ RiT = ( Ri

+

1

Ri+

+

1

Ri++

)-1

(15a)

=

-..

--2

= -~U
Ri-g'

(15b)

The presence of the interface changes the speed of the
fl uid in the remainder of the each layer; thus, the mean
shear ~U depends on ~i: Then (15b) may be rewritten
as a cubic polynomial equation for ~i. If no real root
less than twice the layer depth of the shallower of the two
layers exists, then the wedge has been destroyed at that
and
Once the two-layer system has been destroyed ,
only the barotropic wave equation need be satisfied at
that position. Uniform flow is then assumed on the flood
and linear shear on the ebb, in accordance with observations (e.g., Figures 6 to 8) and the ebb-flood asymmetry in
the interaction of the barotropic and baroclinic pressure
gradients. Mixing driven by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities is presumed to continue even after the interface
reaches the depth of flow. The result on ebb is a reduction of stratification until the Ri criterion is met, given
the ambient shear . The assumption of uniform flow on
flood requires the assumption of a uniform den sity field
as well.
Mixing is irreversible, so it would be unreasonable to
allow the interface thickness to decrease during the wan-

x

t.

at

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION : PROPERTIES OF
SHALLOW, Two-LAYER TIDAL FLOWS

Tidal Properties
Basic properties of the model response for the low flow
season were calculated using a river flow of (QR) of 0.1
and 0.15 m s-l and a tidal amplitude (Ho) of 0.2 to 2m.
Increasing the tidal range or river flow decreases the amplitude of the internal oscillation because of the increased
friction . The resulting analytical solu tions predict the amplitude of 1 kg to be in the range of
0.15 to
0.6, with
typical values of 0.2 to 0.3. These typical values are near
the upper limit of validity of the perturbation method
used (section 3), while the larger values of 1 kg are not
meaningful because they always result in destruction of
the two layer flow in the subsequent mixing calculation,
i.e., transition to another flow regime. Thus the perturbation method is valid under the conditions in which it
was employed.
Typical late flood and ebb velocity and salinity sections
for low-flow, neap tide conditions are shown in Figures
lOa to 10d. The highest velocities are found in each layer
w here the layer is thin - at the en trance in the upper
layer and near the nose in the lower layer. The interfacial
thickness is small everywhere on flood (Figures 104 and
lOb), because of the relatively weak shear. The late ebb
section (Figure 10c and 10d) shows the effects of collapse
of the wedge. Early in the ebb, mixing begins at the entrance, where velocities are large, and at the nose of the
wedge, where the lower layer is thin. By late ebb, active
mixing has extended throughout the entire length of the
saline intrusion, yielding linear velocity and density fields
throughout.
I'V

where Ri+
g' ~i;[Q'(U2)2] is turbulent variance associated with the bottom boundary, Q' is an empirical constant of 0(0.1), and Ri++ ~ 1 is the variance related to
the saturated internal wave field. RiT in (15a) includes
contributions to the total shear from the mean flow, from
a high-frequency internal wave field in which kinetic and
potential energy are partitioned equally, and from turbulence in the lower layer caused by the bottom boundary,
as estimated by the empirical constant Q' ~ 0 .1. The surface layer is assumed in viscid. The value of Ri is 1/3 for
Q' = 0 but> 1/3 for Q' > o.
The local interfacial layer thickness ~i may then be
calculated for each x and t from Ri and the shear ~U:

~i

ing parts of the flood and ebb. Thus, once the ~ifield has
been determined at a given time, each ~i is compared to
the greatest previous value for that distance behind the
head of the intrusion. The greater of the two values is the
actual interface thickness. Calculation of the interfacial
properties for the two-layer part of the system completes
the determination of the density and velocity fields for
the tidal cycle. Flow is assumed to be vertically uniform
above and below the interfacial layer and linear in the interface. A bookkeeping routine then determines the tidal
cycle average properties. An entire tidal cycle with a
of 0.25 tidal hour requires less than 2 min. on a VAX
11/780.

/"OJ

Ebb-Flood Asymmetry and Generation of the RuU.,,/
Circulation
The predicted residual Eulerian velocity and salinity
fields for the low-flow, neap tide of October 16-17, 1980
are shown in Figure l1a and lIb. Results from 50-hour averages at 12 Aanderaa curren t meters are shown for comparison. The model predicts net upstream bottom flow in
the seaward 0.55 of the channel and weak seaward flow
elsewhere at the bottom (Figure lIb). Because slip is allowed, the maximum inflow of 0.22 m s-1 occurs at the
bed and is almost twice the maximum observed value of
0.12 m S-l . Observations show net upstream bottom flow
at only three meters - two near the entrance and one in
a deep hole near x = 0.66. Outflow is strong at both meters at x
0 .1. These two meters were located close to
the south side of the estuary to avoid conflict wUh ship-
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Fig. 10. Two-layer layer model predictions of (a) salinity in parts per thousand and (b) velocity in meters per
~cond for late flood and of (c) salinity and (d) velocity for late ebb for a tidal amplitude of 1 m and a river flow
of 0.15 m s-1 (Figure lOa). This approximates fall, low-Bow, neap tide conditions.
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Fig. 11. (a) Residual salinity and (b) residual velocity predicted by the two-layer model for the same conditions
as in Figure 10. Observed mean salinity and mean along-channel velocity (over 2 tidal days) for October 16-17,
1981, are shown for comparison. The rms salinity error is 1.9 ppt. The three meters mounted on a bridge-pier at
x = 0.47 are omitted from (Figure llb), because of a systematic ebb bias. Observations at x = 0.09 are from a
location with a strong net ebb flow. Cross-stream variability in the along-channel flow is st.rong because of channel
curvature, and upstream bottom flow occurs elsewhere in the same section (Jay and Smith, 1989]. Net upstream
flow near the surface results from the correlation of velocity and tidal phase - the surface lev el is above MLLW
mainly on the flood.
ping. Current observations from north of the shipping
channel for other periods show that net inflow through
this section occurs at depth along the north bank [Jay
and Smith, 1989]. The predicted mean density field (Figure Ila) closely matches the available observations despite
the influence of topographic features not included in the
model. The rms error of the predicted salinity for the 12
points at which observations are available over two tidal
days is 1.9 ppt, relative to difference of 33 ppt between
fresh and salt water. Figures 10 and 11 emphasize the importance of using synoptic data in describing the density
field or circulation in an estuary. The salt wedge advance
and retreat by mixing and advection could, on the basis
of the tidal cycle average conditions (Figures lla and lIb)
be described as partially mixed. Modeling the system using the tidal cycle average density field would, however,
be quite misleading.
Generation of the residual circulation in the highly
stratified case is best viewed as resulting not from the
interaction of the mean circulation and density field, but
primarily from the ebb-flood asymmetry. The ebb-flood

asymmetry has two primary aspects. The largest ingle
contribution to the ebb-flood asymmetry comes fro the
ebb-flood differences in interfacial elevation and thic nees.
On flood, the vertical distribution of total pressure radient and boundary-induced shear cause the wave like advance of the salt wedge with a finite thickness at its head,
as maintained by the critical internal Froude number CODdition. The interface is thin. The enhanced ebb shear
induced by the river flow and the thinning of the lower
layer cause the system to be internally supercritica.i for
most of the ebb. The resultant mixing causes the interface to thicken until it encompasses the entire depth of
the flow, and top-to- bottom stratification is reduce to a
level consistent with ambient shear .
Second, the correlation between the lower layer ran..
port and interface displacemen t (the inte rnal mass r .....
port QIS) represents an inward , Lagrangian transport in
the lower layer equivalent in the n e ap tide case t 0.03
to 0 .1 m s-l . This must be compensated by an equal
zero-frequency Eulerian outflow in the lower layer. How
this Eulerian outflow is distributed within the lowe I rer
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be predicted with this two-layer model; a zero~"uetnc.y inflow very close to the bed is not excluded but

h an inflow is not the dominant zero-frequency

~ffect

d would certainly be small relative to the net circulaOB arisi.n g out of the tidal asymmetry. In any case, the
lIbstantlal net upstream bottom flow in Figure llb is a
result of tidal processes, not the interaction of the mean
elocity and densi ty fields.
The model does not, because of the form of the boundconditions, directly address the issue of how a twoayer flow is initiated at the onset of flood, given the detruction of the layers at the end of ebb. The horizontal
ensity gradient resulting from the strong mixing on ebb
ud the formation of a density front at the entrance (evint in Figure 5b) probably is important in this regard, as
ODe reviewer suggested. More important, however, is the
k of confinement of the outflow seaward of the entrance
tion and the formation of a buoyant plume there. Even
most of the outflow from the entrance is advected alongre away from the entrance and does not re-enter the
tuary, the existence of a plume indicates that vertical
mentum exchange is insufficient to mix the water leavat the end of ebb with the underlying seawater seaward
the point where the exiting flow detaches from the bed.
This detachment of the outflow from the bed just seaward
of the entrance guaran tees the existence of a two-layer flow
t outside the entrance at the onset of the flood. This
true whether the flow interior to the estuary is highly
or weakly stratified. Conversely, it must be mixing at and
ide the estuary entrance that determines the degree of
atification of the estuarine flow. Because the complex,
confined flow seaward of the entrance is not readily
resented using the two-dimensional approach employed
on, the model simply assumes that a two-layer flow ext. and employs a physically realistic entrance boundary
dition to correctly initiate the flood.

.,-Spring Transitions and Stability of the Two-Layer

,.'em

t was found in using the model that (15b) has real
ts (at least in mid-estuary where the two layers are of
° ar thickness) only up to a point where the interface
kness ~i is about half the layer depth D. This can be
lained physically by using scaling arguments to derive
Upper limit on the interface depth. Suppose that (15b)

ximated by

_

Ri

g'~i

~

(16)

-:;:::-

Ui

the upper layer is assumed motionless and the lower
critical (F2
1), then the thickness of the interfalayer cannot be more than about RiD
1/3 to 1/2D
:aI. pElnclillla on 0'. Greater thicknesses can only be achieved
F2 > 1. Thus, a salt wedge advance becomes imposwhen the combined barotropic and baroclinic forcing
the wedge to become supercritical, and it destroys
by interfacial mixing. Model results suggest that the
reaches internal Froude numbers of 0(1 to 3) before
m1ter'fac:ial thickness jumps from about about O.5D in
IIGI-e1!1tllllLl"V to the depth of flow as (15b) ceases to have
roots ° This agrees with the flume studies of Lawrence
that show the actual mechanism of layer destruc-
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tion to be growth of Kelvin-Helmholtz in tabilitie . If a
motionless upper layer and a lower layer with an advance
speed equal to U1 = Ub + Uj are assumed, then a the inte~aciallayer grows to take up the entire flow, the hear
~U will be twice the original lower layer velocity. The
two criteria,
~

g'H
g'H
R. = -;;::- = - ~U2
4Ul

F2

=

U2
_1_ ~

~ 0.35

(17)

1.5

g'D

are both met, given scaling values for the Columbia
River Estuary. This sugge ts that the alt wedge in the
Columbia River Estuary should be only marginally table
for the tidal and river flow conditions modeled here. In
fact, during low river flow periods, the highly stratified
state occurs for only a few days at a time when the tidal
range is at a minimum. Figure 1 shows that the neapspring transition during low-flow periods occurs at a tidal
amplitude very close to the 1.2 m suggested by model results.
5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Residual circulation in shallow estuaries arises from the
interaction of the density field, river flow and tidal currents. The finite amplitude of the barotropic and internal
tidal oscillations and the nonlinearity of the interaction of
stratification and mixing combine to create three tidal circulation patterns: highly stratified, weakly stratified, and
partially mixed. Each of these has a differen t dominan t
vertical exchange mechanism leading to mixing of salt and
fresh water on flood and a distinct type of residual circulation. Weakly stratified and partially mixed systems
are analyzed in part 2. A two-layer, harmonic analytical
model of a salt wedge advance and retreat in shallow estuary of uniform cross section has been constructed herein
to investigate the flow properties in the highly stratified
state. A long-wave perturbation method is used to calculate the barotropically and baroclinically forced 0(1)
tidal and O(E) residual motions. The amplitudes of the
incident and reflected internal tidal waves are determined
by requiring that the head of the salt wedge be in a critical
internal state (F2 = 1) at peak flood and by imposing a
reflective condition. The constants in the zero-frequency
motion are determined from the elevation of the wedge
at the beginning and end of flood. Interfacial thickening
caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities is calculated after the analytical solution has been determined from the
interfacial position and shear, using the bulk Richardson
number criterion derived by Geyer [1985] and Geyer and
Smith [1987]. This formulation is based on the assumption
of linear interfacial velocity and density profiles and includes the shear from both the deterministic tidal motion
and the high-frequency internal wave field. The model reproduces the two primary aspects of the ebb-flood asymmetry introduced by the strong buoyancy flux in highly
stratified shallow estuaries. First, the interface thickness
normally remains small on flood but expands because of
the enhanced shear on ebb to encompass the entire depth
of flow. Second, a landward Lagrangian drift associated
with the finite amplitude of the internal tide is compensated by an outward Eulerian flow.
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The model reproduces the tidal and residual velocity
and density fields observed under low-flow conditions in
the Columbia River Estuary with reasonable fidelity and
correctly predicts that the mean shear is much greater
in the highly stratified case than in the weakly stratified
and partially mixed flows considered in part 2. Model
results and theoretical arguments show that the internal
hydraulic state on the flood is the critical factor in determining whether or not an internal wavelike advance in a
highly stratified system is possible. If the tidal range is
large enough that the advancing salt wedge is unstable on
flood, then the interfacial layer expands to the depth of
flow, and the two-layer system is destroyed. This is the
neap-spring transition. Either Ri or F in (17) may be
used as an indicator of the stability of the saline intrusion; modified forms of F are used both in the discussion
of the partially mixed state (Part II) and a new estuary
classification system [Jay and Smith, 1988]. Increases in
tidal range and decreases in river flow tend to destabilize the highly stratified flow. The timing of neap-spring
transitions in a real system may also be influenced by factors not included in the model, for instance, topography
features and the diurnal inequality.
The present model does not consider the response of
a highly stratified flow to topography. This has been
justified by qualitative arguments that suggest that topographic features are not the primary factor determining the character of the baroclinic circulation in shallow
estuaries, by scaling arguments and a posteriori by the
success of the model in predicting circulation patterns
and neap-spring transitions. Nonetheless, observations
[Geyer, 1985,1988] have shown that because of the nearcritical internal hydraulic state of the salt wedge head,
such systems show a substantial response of interfacial
position and thickness to bars, constrictions, and depressions in the channel. The ability of the present weakly
nonlinear method to model the advance of a internally
critical salt wedge through the use of nonlinear boundary
conditions gives hope that the more complex topographic
response problem may also be tractable, as has been the
case in the analogous barotropic problem. In this regard,
a harmonic model has the advantage of suppressing the
high-frequency internal waves that are generated by topography but not fully resolved, in a time-stepping model,
unless the time step is very small. In our approach, the
nonlocal, vertical exc"hange occurring as these waves propagate away from topographic features would be parameterized in a mixing calculation linked to the harmonic
model. The success of an analytical model in predicting nonlinear internal wave propagation away from a sill
[Farmer and Smith, 1978] suggests that such a parameterization can be devised, and it may well prove easier to
apply such a parameterization as a subsidiary calculation
to a two-layer harmonic model than in a finite difference
or finite element, time-stepping model.
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